
Master Thesis

Differential expression (DE) analysis of TCGA RNA-seq dataset  and integrating all it as a 
reproducible workflow

Aim:
The  DE  genes  between  specific  conditions  gives  key  information  about  the  phenotypic
variations in cancer samples  (Costa-Silva et  al.,  2017).  The project  aims to perform a DE
analysis  of  TCGA  13000  samples  from  openly  available  resources  such  as  The  Cancer
Genome Project (TCGA) dataset between tumor and adjacent healthy samples. In addition to
that, the DE analysis  (Love et al., 2014) between the known cancer subtypes. At the end, we
are aiming to have multiple sets of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs), for all avalaible TCGA
cancer types. Furthermore, instead of  just analysising the DE lncRNAs which between tumor
and normal samples for BRCA (breast cancer) as done in (Zhang et al., 2019), we will include
all  cancer  samples,  as  well  as  will  look  into  the  DE  lncRNAs  between  the  various  tumor
subtypes.

Workplan:
1. Collect the TCGA  RNA-seq counts dataset for 13000 cancer samples and their adjacent

healthy samples
2. Collect the clinical data information and label the cancer subtypes
3. Use the sample information to perform the DE analysis between normal tumor and

subtypes
4. Develop a reproducible pipeline which would perform all the above steps

Prerequisites:
● Good knowledge of R and python programming language
● Background in genomics or molecular biology
● Acquaintance with application of statistical models

● Interest in Bioinformatics pipeline/workflow development using Nextflow (DI Tommaso
et al., 2017)
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